Newfoundland Club of America
Junior Division Score Sheet

Date:_______ Club:_____________ Judge:_____________ Dog Number_____ 

Basic Control

Pass / Fail

Controlled Walking
__ The dog is frequently 4’ beyond the reach of the handler
__ The dog fouls the beach
__ The dog leaves the beach area

Recall
__ The dog does not stay in place, in a sit
__ The handler gives more than one “stay” command
__ The dog does not come when called within 10 seconds
__ The dog goes to the handler but remains out of reach

Single Retrieve

Suggested Time Limit: 60 Seconds
Pass / Fail
__ The dog does not retrieve the bumper
__ The dog retrieves the bumper, drops it and refuses to pick it up
__ The dog refuses to deliver the article to hand
__ The dog leaves the water without making the retrieve

Drop Retrieve

Suggested Time Limit: 90 Seconds
Pass/Fail
__ The dog does not retrieve the article
__ The dog retrieves the article, drops it and will not pick it up
__ The dog fails to deliver the article to handler
__ The handler aids the dog in marking the article by throwing objects
__ The dog leaves the water without making the retrieve
__ The dog does not deliver the article to hand

Take A Line

Suggested Time Limit: 90 Seconds
Pass/ Fail
__ The dog refuses to take the line
__ The handler tosses the line in the water for the dog to retrieve
__ The dog leaves the water after being sent, and before delivering the line to the steward
__ The dog does not have the line in its mouth when it reaches the calling steward
__ The dog does not come close enough to the calling steward

Tow A Boat

Suggested Time Limit: 90 Second
Pass/ Fail
__ The dog refuses to swim out to the boat
__ The dog refuses to take the bumper or line from the calling steward on the boat
__ The dog drops the bumper and does not respond to the handler’s command to pick it up again
__ The dog does not tow the boat to shore or beach it
__ The dog comes out of the water prior to the completion of the exercise unless actively towing or beaching the boat

Swim With Handler

Suggested Time Limit: 90 Seconds
Pass/ Fail
__ The dog must be physically guided by the handler into the water
__ The dog leaves the 4’ radius of the handler and does not immediately return to the handler on command
__ The dog physically interferes with the handler’s ability to swim the prescribed distance
__ The dog refuses or is unable to tow the handler to shore
__ The dog leaves the testing area before being put on leash at the end of the exercises

WDSCORE (4.1.18)